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.CHANSE !a tcT.rcra- tnre la not expected
or Friday;
tonight
will be fair.

NOT AN easy Job,
press agenting for the
Austrian army, but a
good man might command large pay.

EXCLUSIVE A6GUOIATED PREQ6 LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
.
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PEACE PROPOSAL OF PRESIDENT
WILSON COMES FROM BERLIN

Dispatch Indicates, However, that Germany
is Considering Ending the War.
TO SUFFER DEFEAT

Czar's Men, However, Have Little Luck in Their Contests With ihe
Kaiser's Forces in East Prussia Servians Assert They are
Continuing to win Victories Over the Dual Monarchy.

,,

0

The third day of the battle of the Aisne finds the hosts of the
Germans and the allies facing each other along a line of some 200
miles, stretching from Noyon, 55 miles northeast of Paris, southm '
east to the Swiss frontier.
to
from
extends
Nancy,
Noyon
line
roughly
The battle
proper
about 150 miles. Here between 2.000,000 ac$ 3,0MAOOamen areto.
fair
In
bids,
.anil
enePd ijt a struggle that
enormity
strategies
,le of the Marne. Each side claims a slight advantage
and no more. It Is known only that the Germans retreat has been
turned Into a stubborn resistance.
The allies assert that they were so close on the heels of the
Germans that the latter were compelled to turn about and fight to
German reports represent their armies as reescape destruction.
from the
forming In strong positions following the withdrawal
of Paris and again taking the offensive.
Thus far death is the only decided victor; It is admitted that
the toll already is enormous so staggering that official sources
hesitate to reveal the facts.
Rain continues falling on the battlefield and has rendered
to the
parts of it impassable for guns and cavalry, adding greatly
fc
of the men.
distress
f
a
is
at
that
Paris
announcement
great
official
This afternoon's
battle continues all along the River Aisne and that the Germans
are slowly giving away.
of
Conflicting reports of the situation in the eastern theater
sevsources.
The
unofficial
and
official
the war are received from
eral German army corps sent into east Prussia appear to have
pushed back the Russian invaders of that territory with great loss
to the Russians. It Is thought that a part of the German forces
.v
may be diverted to Russian Poland...
In Galicia the Russian successes seem to be. continuing, with
the Austrians and Germans falling back on Przemsyl. Enormous
losses to Austrians are admitted at Vienna, to which city thousands
o fwounded are being brought.
Vienna, to which city thousands of wounded are being brought
The latest official announcement at Nish claims less for the
.Servian arms than have earlier sstatements, indicating that Austria
still has considerable forces available to oppose tr Servian invasion. The Servians, however, with the aid OB their Montenegrin allies, appear to be more than holding their own.
The last word from the far east describes the Japanese
troops as struggling through the floods north of Shang Tung penan
insula, trying to reach Kiao Chow. There is no indication of
early investment of that German stronghold.
The Turkish army is reported from Petrograd to be concentrating on the Bulgarian frontier.
The final attitude of Italy Is awaited with intense interest
"
Demonstrations in favor of the allies at Rome and other places
have been, suppressed by the military. Meantime Italy is engaged
with the serious situation in. Albania where the Insurgents have
beeni threatening since the withdrawal of Prince William of Wled.
Italian troops have already landed at Avlona.

Washington, Sept. 17. President
Yilson announced today that he had
received from the imperial chancellor
of Germany a noncommittal reply to
his inquiry into the report that Em-por William was willing to discuss
terms of peace.
President Wilson said there was
nothing to indicate whether the inquiry had been brought to the attention of Emperor William. The opinion prevails In official circles that a
further reply is expected.
et

Aid for Americana
London, Sept 17. Walter Hines
Page, the American ambassador, will
move the offices of the American embassy next week to No. 4 Grosvenor
Square, the building formerly used
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ALLIES' SHARPSHOOTERS PICK
"
THE AVIATORS FROM THEIR
SEATS

BATTLE OF BIG

ARTILLERY

GUNS PLAY HEAVY PART
ENGAGEMENT IN FRANCE
NEAR BRAINE

TROOPS

DISPLAY

IN

COURAGE

AS
ARE
DESCRIBED
RECK"EXTRAORDINARILY,
LESSLY BRAVE"

FRENCH
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Austro-Hungaria-

King Leaves Capital
17. The Central
Sept.
News has given out a dispatch from
its correspondent at Petrograd, who
s.iys that the retreating Austrian army
In Galicia has lost all
discipline and
that the retirement has become a rout
According to a report from Vienna,

London,

the Emperor Francis Joseph has left
the Austrian capital for an unannounced destination.

Germany's Heavy Casualties
Berlin, Sept. 17 (via London). An
official casualty list published today
shows .4,48' names, M ntiom is made
of the hard fighting on the part of the
German Polish regiments
in east
Prussia. Three companies of the
infantry stationed at Solrtau
h
inlost 35G mem., The
fantry, with headquarters at Posen,
suffered 2G8 casualties. A majority
of the shattered regiments are Polish.
A battalion of the Thirteenth infantry
stationed at Strassburg lost 346 men;
one company alone lost seven officers
and 114 men.
A battalion of the One
Hundred
Ftrty-seeoninfantry of Baden Baden
reported the loss of ten officers and
249 men. Two battalions of the One
Hundred Forty-thir- d
infantry, stationed at Strassburg, lost 13 officers and
498 men.
Despite these losses the organizations fought on heroically, the official announcement says.
The total of the published German
casualties to date are 35,786 killed,
wounded or missing. Since last week
the average dailp losses are showu by
uie casualties lists to be 3,200. Among
the killed on Septemoer 14 are Prince
Otto Victor of Schoenburg-Waiden-burcommander o the Tenth
corps, died on September 15.
On being mortally wounded he gave
Cp his command to General Von Eben.
General Hindenberg's advance in
east Prussia ia described as having
progressed to such, an extent that a
regulation concerning the importation
of Russian' cattle, which are being
used for the army, is being issued. '
Experiments made in the manufacture of a new bread, composed of rye,
flour, potatoes and starch are de
clared to have had most satisfactory
results.
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Near Braine, on French Left Center,
Wednesday, Sept 16, (via Paris, Sept
17)
There Is an incessant roar of
artillery along the entire line of battle
in the vicinity of Braine, where for
the last oiir davs f ju )reat forces of
.the allien and foe Germans have been
in close grip.
The field itself over which the armies are fighting is broken; consequently there is comparatively little
vifible evidence of the terrific struggle In progress, although hundreds of
thousands of men are engaged In this
vicinity. Detachments of artillery
from the allies' front fire shells with
great rapidity at the German positions'.' Overhead French and British
aeroplanes are flying hither and thither, endeavoring to locate the positions
of the big German guns. These, however, are so well masked that their
emplacement has not yet been discovered and they .continue incessantly to
launch their great projectiles in the
dliection of the allied forces.
German aeroplanes appear to have
vanished from the scene of action. For
about a week past none has been Observed, and British sharpshooters declare that they have accounted for so
many that the others now hesitate to
take the air.
Many dashing incidents are being
recorded of the extraordinarily reckless bravery of the Freeh troops.

BRITISH GOVERNMENT
SHOWS ITS 0IS0UST

today the president compared such reports with predictions that wholesale
a
killings would follow the entry of
into Mexico City.
Mexicans Are Pleased
Congratulatory messages from Mex
ico and from Mexicans in the United
States poured in at the White House
on the withdrawal of American forces
Crom Vera Cruz.
General Carranza expressed great
satisfaction through American Consul
Silliman and said he would send a
formal note of thanks later. Admin
istration officials reiterated today that
the statement attributed to Sir Lionel
Carden, former British minister to
Mexico, reflected his personal attitude
toward Carranza. They declared no
complaint had come from any foreign
government
The steamer Chrlstobal, chartered
as au army transport, is scheduled to
leave New York at 5 p.. m. today for
Vera Cruz to bring home troops. The
transport Sumner and. the chartered
steamers City of Denver and City of
Memphis are due to leave Newport
News at the same hour for Vera Cruz.
The transport Buford, now at Galveston, shortly will leave that port for
Vera Cruz with the Kansas, an auxil
iary ship. The list of transports will
be completed with tnj arrival of the
Kilpatrick in Vera Cruz from Colon,
where she has Just taken "on a" de
tachment 'jot Panama.-- , canal zone
troops.
These ships will be sufficient to
bring the 7,000 soldiers and marines
home in one expedition. Between
now and the time of their sailing
from Vera Cruz, some ten days hence,
the point of debarkation will be de
terminated. It has not yet been de
cided whether the army troops will
be returned to the mobilization camp
at Texas City, Texas, or whether they
will go to their home stations..
Car-rurz-

WILL JOIN DEMOCRATS
Burlington, Vt, Sept. 17. The pros
pects of a coalition of progressives
ai'd democrats in the formation of a
state ticket were discussed by the
delegates before the opening of the
progressive state convention. There
seemed to be little activity among
any of the leaders to bring forward
the name of any' progressive as candidate for governor.'
It was expected that Charles A.
Prouty, a former member of the Inter
state commerce commission, would re
ceive the convention's endorsement for
United States senator.

NATURALIZATION
RECOGNIZED
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HEAVY DOWNPOUR OF RAIN IS

TURNING BATTLEFIELD INTO A
QUAGMIRE, HAMPERING ACTIVITY

Cavalry and Artillery are Moved to Vantage Points With Great Difficulty.
TEUTONS CLAIII RETREAT WAS STRATEGIC BOTE'

London Authorities Admit Kaiser's Generals Have Secured Advantageous Ground for Giving Battle Death Appears Sole
Gainer by Millitary Operations of Past Several Days,
His Toll of Victims Being Enormous.
Paris, Sept 17. The rear guard tions organized for defense and armaction, supposed at first to be intend- ed with heavy artillery.
ed as a check to pursuit and to facili"Our progress is 'of necessity slow,
tate the rttreat of the mass of the but our troo.ps are animated by
armife3 of Generals Von Kluck and spirit of offensive action and
iheyav j
von BeuJow, has developed into what giving evidence of vigor and enthuswill probably "be called in hihtocy- - the iasm. They have repulsed with sucbattle of Aisne. Whether the Ger- cess the counter-aftaok- s
undertake.!
mans have found it necessary or ad- by the enemy both during the
day and
visable to turn and engage In a gen- at night The morale of the French
eral action or not, this, great battle soldiers is excellent
"The Austrian armies evacuating
wages fiercely and rivals in importance the battle of the Marne.
Galicia are in full retreat Their
The war office says that the French losses tai killed, wounded and prisonhave not flinched at any peril. This ers are. estimated at several hundred
sounds as if they were on the defen- thousand men. The German army
sive and this might be true, in view corps which went to their succor are
of the strength of the position the retreating."
Germans occupy. The official comThe official report iesued in Paris
munication Sunday said that the this afternoon on the progress of the
Trench and English had crossed the fighting northeast of the capital shows
Aisne.
If so, they have the river at that the great battle is continuing with
their back, while the Germans are undecisive results, early reports of a
strongly entrenched on the heights of German withdrawal being denied.
Laon.
The resistance of the Germans has
not been broken, although at certain
Germans Lack Ammunition
The undetermined element in this points they are described as giving
fight Is the allies' right, which is in back slightly. At other points they
pursuit of the crown prince's army. continue to fortify themselves. The
All reports indicate that the latter is French have repulsed some of their
Von counter-attacks- .
quite as demoralized as wa
Kluck's army, and is suffering equally
from lack of provisions and ammuniGermans Claim Victor
tion. While Von Kluck has no doubt
Washington, Sept. 17. The German
received what he needs in this re embassy today received the following
spect, it is doubtful if the crown wireless from Berlin:
prince has been so fortunate.
"All the French and English reports
The issue of the battle may depend of victories in battles In France are
on whtther the crown prince reaches untrue. The German retreat of
the.
the front and whether be can make a western wing was a
practical, maneustand and prevent .the allies from ver not affecting the
strategical posi-titurning the German left
The French attempt to break
The Germans are slowly giving way through the center of the German poin a great battle that continued today sition was
victoriously repulsed.
all along the line of the River Aisne,
'There is confirmation of German
according to official announcement success at several points in the
long
made in Paris this afternoon.
extended battlefield. The Temps re
The text of the officlat communica- ports that the losses
of the British
tion is as follows: First, on our left army in the recent
amount
fighting
wing the resistance of the enemy on to 15,000 dead and wounded.
the heights to the ndrth of the River
Aisne has continued in spite of the
Berlin, Sept 17. (By wireless by
fact that the enemy gave back slightL. I.) An official report givSayvllle,
ly at certain points.
en out at army headquarters at mid- "Second: The center between
night states that the French front re
on the Aisne and the
shows no change. The enemy mains unchanged. The French atcontinued to fortify himself along the tacks on a number of points Tuesday
line previously indicated. Between night and Wednesday were successthe Argonne and Meuse the Germans fully repulsed by the Germans, who
are entrenching themselves in, the vi- made a number of victorious countercinity of Mont Faucon. In the Woe-ver- attacks.
Owing to illness. General Von
district we have come in contact
with several detachments
of the Hausen, former commander of the
enemy between Etaine and Thaucourt Second or Saxon army, has been re"Third: On our right wing, in Lor-ain-e placed by General Von Eiaem, former
and the Vosges there has been minister of war. General Von Ilaujoti
68 years old.
no change.
Another change In leadership hna
"Summing up: The battle is being
continued along the entire front be- - taken place in the Fourteenth
rfv
j tween
the River Oise and the River Fcrve corps, were Genera! Von ?o!iu
'Meu?e. The
occupy posi
(Continiifd on r
fu-"
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ABROAD

n.

d

by the Japanese embassy. The land- lord increased the rent of the old of
fices at 123 Victoria street. The new
offices are commodious. In a better
neighborhood and offered at a reason-allrate.
The offices being used at present by
the American embassy will be taken
over temporarily by the American residents' relief commission and by the
American money transfer commission,
which organizations will combine their
work and surrender their quarters at
the Savoy hotel.
Herbert C. Hoover, chairman of the
American residents' relief committee,
and other prominent workers in this
field, believe that many German-America- n
and American tourists now in
Gei many will leave the counutry when
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Italy Expected to Join With Allies
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GERMAN; AERIAL

Copenhagen, Sept. 17, (via London)
Reports that the Austrians attempted to cross the River Drina with
men, but were repulsed with great
loss, are declared to be untrue, from
efficial
sources.

Forty-sevent-

1

Flight

the actual war news reaches them.
Tourists coming from Germany say
that virtually all the news printed
there is favorable to the German army
and that visitors have no knowledge
of the Russians' or the allies' successes.
in
Many Americans are staying
France who contemplated leaving
when the Germans were near Paris
and who probably would rush to England if the allies were repulsed.
Not a Free Graft
The relief workers feel that in view
of the warning that bad been given
to Americans on the continent, the
American government should not be
expected to maintain a large relief
body for tourists who disregard the
advices. Mr. Breckenrldge today said
the emergency relief work Bhould not
be regarded as an emigration bureau
intended to take care of idigent naturalized Americans who had settled in
Europe with the idea of living there
forever, but who now want assistance
back to America because the war interferes with their plans.
The work of the London American
relief commission will be gradually
taken, over by the attaches of the embassy. Only about 100 refugees are
coming, in daily now.
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THE AUSTRIANS CONTINUE
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Austrian Emperor Takes
NONCOMMITTAL
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SEPTEMBER

DOES NOT APFROVE
CRITICISM
OF AMERICAN POLICY BY
CARDEN

Sir
Washington, Sept
the British ambassador,
called at the state departmea today
Bull formally expressed his regret for
the publication of an interview attributed to Sir Lionel Carden, British
minister to Mexico, criticising the
United States for withdrawing troops
from Vera Cruz.
TTTB interview, the ambassador ex
plained, was contrary to diplomatic
usage in general and. the regulations
of the British government and was
therefore unauthorized.
A dispatch, it
had been
sent tothe British government containing the text of the Interview.
This message will await Sir Lionel
wTTen he arrives in England and until, then the matter will rest in abeyance.
Tresident Wilson is not disturbed by
reports that Americana and other foreigners will be in danger in Mexico
after the withdrawal of the American
trcops from Vera Cruz. Officials said
17.

Spring-Ric-

e

was-state-

Cecil

AMERICAN

SAFE

.

CITIZENS WILL
6TATE DE-

BE

IN EUROPE,

PARTMENT

SAYS

Washington, Sept 17. London re- ports that American diplomatic and
consular officers in Europe had been
instructed that passports issued to
naturalized Americans born in Germany would not be accepted in Great
Britain, France, Russia, Servia and
Belgium, were formally denied today
by the state department.
The department, however, did reiter
ate its former notice that naturalized
Americans should refrain from vis-ting their "countries of origin or coun
tries at war therewith," because "It
Is apprehended that naturalized American citizens may experience difficulty
in establishing satisfactorily their dis- inlerestedness arid neutral position as
well as their American citizenship."
The department's notice was intended simply as a warning and not as a
statement limiting in any way the
protection which this government extends to Americans abroad, sail an
official statement today.
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"CASCARF.TS" REUEVEii

52nd Anniversary Sale
L3 Vpaaa'Lctfldinii

Storo

MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOGGED WASTE FROM LIVER AND
BOWELS

SoutHSidoPloj

FjtoHwhod 186t

Get a

Specials for Friday
in connection with the

These Items special for one day only
many other bargains we are giving.

30c Curtain Materials 22

l2c

for the first time
pieces of fresh, new curtain goods, shown
have dainty colored borFriday 36 in. wide, in white or ecru, some
YD.
ders, others drawn borders. On Sale Friday at 22J2c
10

12

1--

2

Curtain Materials 9 U2c yd.

Another lot of 36 in. fresh few curtain goods, white only colored
Wders. This is a splendid chance to replenish your curtains.
On Sale Frldy at V2e YD.

THE SUPREME COURT
Fe, Sept 17 In the state supreme court today the cases of A. O.
Jubren, appellee, vs. Paul Butler, et al.,
appellants, from Mora county; and J.
It. Webb, appellee, vs. John T. Beal,
et al., appellants, from Chaves county, were argued and submitted.
Tomorrow, the Important case of the
New Mexico Wool Growers' association, by Charles chad wick, secretary,
v The A. T. and S. F., appealed from
the corporation commission, is set for
hearing. The case involves a petition
to compel the railroad to erect stock
scales at Grants, Magdalena, Willard,
Enclno, and other points. Colonel
Ralph E. Twitchell will represent the
railroad company.
The other case set for tomorrow is
that of City Marshal Thomas McMII-leappellee, of Albuquerque, vs.
Mayor D. H. Boatright, et al, appellant, from Bernalillo county, involving the attempt to remove McMlllen
from office.

Saata

SICK, SOUR STOMACH

S.$cs&nmaM & Son

SEPTEMBER

box now.

That awful sourness, belching of
add and foul gases; that pain in the
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
,
nausea, bloating after
s,

eat-ing-

dlzalness and fcick headache,
means a disordered stomach, which
can not be regulated until you remove
the cause. It isn't your stomach's
fault Your stomach is as good as
any.
Immediately
Try Cascarets; the
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
fou! gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
wtste matter and poison from the
bowels. Then your stomach trouble
is ended. A Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will
keep your tomach rweet; liver and
bowels regular for months. Don't
forget the cbildren their little
need a good, gentle celanslng,
too Adv.

OPPORTUNITY FOR METAL MEN
Washington, Sept. 17. Of the metals and metallic ores the United
States has been both an importer and
Extra heavy bleached TurX sfi bath towels, 27x47 in. that sell
EACH.
an exporter. Our imports of iron ore
regularly for 73c. Friday Only 52c
are double our exports, whereas of
metallic copper the United States exports nearly twice as much as it imFREE PICTURE SHOW TICKETS SATURDAY
ports. The general rule, however,
probably is that the imports of manua
factured or partly manufactured
ores
inducelargely exceed in value the
Saturday we give free picture show tickets as a ppecial
crude metals brought into this
and
ment for the last day of our anniversary sale. Full particulars
country for domestic manufacture, and
n the exports a somewhat similar
tomorrow evening.
ratio exists between crude material
and manufactures, so that theie Is
presented a double opportunity for in
creasing the scope and extent of Am
A FATAL SHOOTING
erican metal industries for both do
TO NAME BALDWIN FOR SENATOR
Demo-ciat- s
17
fatal
Another
17.
Sept.
Iteming,
mestic consumption and export.
Sept.
Conn.,
Hartford,
of Connecticut rounded up here shooting accident is added to the long
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
tcday for their state nominating con- list, reported the past few weeks from
"Two years ago my little girl caught
vention. Committee meetings and all parts of New Mexico, the nin9
other preliminary business occupied vtar old son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles a hard cold wnicn went to ner lungs
this afternoon. Tonight the conven- E. Jackson being the victim. The ac- aril she coughed almost constantly.
tion meets for organization and to lis- cident occurred on the Jackson ranch got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
ten to the opening speeches. Tomor- - near Cambray. Walter, with two boy Cough Remedy. The beenflcial effect of
rcw it will reconvene for the nomina companions, started on a hunting trip. this remedy was promptly demonstrattion of candidates for United States when he stumbled and fell with bis ed and this one bottle cured her,"
senator and a complete state ticket, in .22 caliber rifle which was discharged writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Hunting
cluding governor, lieutenant governor, the bullet piercing the boy's brain, ton, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
,
secretary of: Btate, treasurer, comptrol killing him instantly. He died within Adv.
ler and attorney general. It Is expect- IS minutes, before his mother, who
ed that the name of Governor Simeon had heard the shot, could reach him. CHANCE FOR CEMSNT MAKERS
Baldwin will be the only one present- Tin father is a freight conductor on
Washington, Sept. 17. American
the Southern Pacific.
ed for the United States senatorship.
Manufacturers have not yet made the
most of their opportunities to establish greater export trade, according
to Director George Otis Smith of the
Costumes for the Afternoon
United States geological survey. Statistics show that the export of cement
from England, German, Belgium and
Fiance not only has been considerably
greater than that from the tmited
States, but has borne a much higher
ratio to the production in these coun-tries. The quantity of cement exported by France In recent years is estimated to have reached at least 23 per
cent of her production, and that of
Germany about 17 per cent. There are
few cement plants In South American
countries, and in the past these countries have been supplied mainly from
Europe. There is evidently an opportunity now for the cement Industry
of the United States to secure this
trade.

75c Turkish Bath Towels 52c

n,

AUSTRIAN

IS STRANDED

Santa Fe, Sept. 17. Andrew Bosko-vit- z
of Budapest, Hungary, who has
been traveling in the United States,
lnestigatlng agricultural conditions,
finds himself stranded in Santa Fe,
and asks the state corporation commis
sion for assistance to get back to his
native land. The commission wrote to
the Austrian consul at Denver but toFrei-he- r
day reply from the vice Consul
Fischer-Ankerdeclared
that
von
no funds are available for sending
back Austrlans, even if all the Aus
trian steamship lines weren't out of
commission. "All Austrlans or Hun
garians who tried fo return to their
native country, have been made pris
oners of war by Great Britain," he
concludes his letter rather
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find enough of the new
0 NEthingscan every
week to write a
sized volume on late fashions.

fair- Some-

times the makers of fashions take just
one idea and develop it to such an extent that it takes column after column of newspaper space to describe
the variations that have been rung in
upon that idea. Take the ruffled skirt, for Instance.
Wrhen the minaret tunic was first introduced it was a shock because women
of fashion-hagrown so accustomed to
the straight line from blp to ankle that
the cutting in half of the figure did not
puit at all. After much grumbling and
criticism, however, the idea was ac

vll
.'v'U

!

cepted and even declared to be pret
ty. So much of the very inevitable
is accepted with grace and change ot

heart

Taffeta is fulfilling amply the proph
ecies made concerning its popularity, and as an infinity ot ways have
been found of diversifying Its appear
ance it is not becoming wearisome on
account of reiteration.
The photograph shows two of the
very latest styles in afternoon dresses.
At the left is a model ot white crepe
with embroidered border. On the right
the costume is of embroidered voile
with rose silk girdle.
JULIA

BOTTOMLEY.

PREDICT FERRIS'
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 17. Except
among politicians who are compelled
b their affiliations to proclaim victory
for their party, no matter what their
circumstances, it is generally conceded that Governor Woodbrldge N. Fer
in
ris, democrat, will be
November. Analysis of the primary
results, and of the results of the last
two elections, makes this feeling
stronger daily.
Complete returns from the Upper
Peninsula, which gave Chase S.
a large plurality when ho was
elected governor four years ago, show
that he received less than a third of
tho republican vote there this year.
The copper country evidently feels
that It owes a debt of gratitude to
Governor Ferris for sending the state
troops into the mining district at the
time of the strike, in defiance of
threats of the Western Federation of
Miners and other unions, and saving,
the district from protracted bloodshed
and anarchy.
When Mr. Osborn ran in 1910, he
was supposed to have the full republican strength behind him. Yet, while
most of the candidates on the Btate
ticket received pluralities exceeding
90,000, the normal republican' margin
in Michigan from 1900 to 1910, Mr.
Osborn gained his victory by only
4:;,000 plurality, against a much weaker candidate than Governor Ferris.

Kow'i This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
his firm.
BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
NATIONAL

Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv..
REQUISITIONS ISSUED
Santa Fe, Sept. 17. Two requisition
papers were Bigned today by Acting
Governor E. C. de Baca. One is for
Lloyd Jones, wanted in the Sixth
judicial district on the charge of se
duction and reported to be with his
father near Harrodsburg, Ky. Sher
iff H. J. McGrath of Grant county Is
designated to bring him back to Silver City.
The other is a requisition from Gov
ernor Colquitt ot Texas for Roscoe
Graves at Roswell, who was Indicted
in Texas on the charge of altering
and defacing brands on cattle. The
alleged fugitive is to be delivered to
George E. Tiernan to be taken back
to Texas.

Corn Comes Off as
Easy as You Please!
"Gets-It-

Being Used by Millions
a real, sure

"

It is the first time that

corn cure has ever been dis
covered. "GETS-IT- "
is the new corn.

as-fat- e

17, 1914.
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Find theLadr Who Usn ft j "orld't Great cut
Corn-Cur'GE'l--T- .

ender, based on an entirely new prittr
ciple. It is a mew different formula,
never successfully imitated. It makes
corns shrivel and then vanish. Two
drops do the work. You don't bundle
up your toe any more with sticky
tape and plasters that press down on
the poor corn no more
salves that don't "stay put," no more
hacking at corns with knives or ra
zors, no more bleeding or danger of
blood poison. No more limping
around for days with sore corns, no
more corn pains.
,
flesh-eatin-

g

"GETS-IT- "
Ig now the biggest-sel- l
in c corn cure in the world Use it
on any hard or soft corar, wart, callus

or bunion.

Tonight's the night.
is sold by druggists everywhere, 25 cents a. bottle, or sent
direct by E. Lawrenco & Co., Chicago,
"GETS-IT-

"
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CENTER FOR
FASHION
WAR GIVES IT A CHANCE
STEAL THE CROWN FROM
PARIS

TO

New Xork, Sept 17. This city it is
becoming apparent may shortly wrest
from Paris the dictatorship concerning
feminine dress fashions. For a number of years the impression has been
growing here that New York, instead
of relying on Paris for its fashions is
easily capable of originating her own
and better ones. Now apparently this
city is to have a chance to prove her
ability In this line. One of the largest
merchants in the city, who returned
from abroad since the beginning of
the war, ia strongly of .the opinion
that the stoppage of importations in
this country will bring about the supremacy of American created fashions in dress. In fact he goes so far
as to say that New York will UBurp
the place which Paris has occupied
in the world of fashion, and that
America eventually should be able to
clothe the world. "The result of the

for

A Hint

Coming Maternity

In a Ilttlo book designed for expectant
mothers more complete Instruction Is
Klvcn In the use of "Mother's Friend."
This Is an external embrocation applied
to the abdominal muscles for the purpose
of reducing the strain on ligaments, cords
and tendons.
In thus bringing relief and avoiding
It
pain great good is accomplished.
serves to ease the mind, indirectly has a
most beneficial effect upon the nervous
system and thousands of women have
delightedly told how they were free of
nausea, had no morning sickness and
went through the ordeal with most remarkable success. "Mother's Friend" has
been growing In popular favor for more
than forty years. In almost every community are grandmothers who used It
themselves, their daughters have used it
and they certainly must know what a
blessing It Is when they recommend It
so warm! '. Strictly an external application
It has no other effect than to ease the
muscles, cords, tendons and ligaments
Involved hence is perfectly safe to use by
all women. It Is used very successfully
to prevent caking of breasts.
"Mother's Friend" Is prepared In the
laboratory of Bradfleld Regulator Co.,
404 Lamar lildg., Atlanta, Ga,

GOAL

WOOD

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
o'M.ln

C O N D ON

ready New Yorkers are planning to
extend the time limit on the straw
hat, and it is not beyond the range
of possibility that some of these may
be worn even until Christmas. Practically everything that goes into the
construction of a derby hat, to say
nothing of the velour end some other
kinds of headgear, is Imported. This
applies not only to the rabbit's fur
frcm which the hat is woven but to
dyes, shellac for stiffening, trimmings
of bands and braids, and even sweat
bauds. One large Importer here believes that the supply of furs for the
manufacture of hats now on hand will
not last more than three months.
While on the other hand, the manufacturer is of the opinion that we may
eventually come to wool hats and
these of light colors, because of the
lack of dyes to give them the sombre
tones now most generally ,effected. At
any rate the derby will have few
mourners if it disappears, and New
York's .headgear may finally develop
something new to take its place.
To Clean Up Gothrm
To the already somewhat compre
hensive duties of the New Ycrk "cop"
has now been added another, the rami
fication of making New York a spot
less town. An order has just been issued directing policeman to see that
the ordinances relating to keepiru the
streets clean, formerly supposed to be
peculiarly the work of the street clean
ing department, shall be enforced by
the policemen. It la not likely that
this ia going to create any riots, how
ever, for it is stated that the policemen must do this work gently. Hut
aside from looking out for crooks,
maintaining law and order, covering
h's beat, regulating traffic, and a few
hundred other thingy, the policemen
will now have to see that neither un-- ,
covered candy, fruit or any other food
a exposed for sale; that no throwing
of broken glass or bottles, newspapers
or fruit skins in the streets goes on;

A

CONFESSION

Hope! Her Statement, Made Public,
will Help Other Women.
Hines, Ala. "1 must confess", says
Mrs. Euia Mae Reid, of this place, "thai
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
Before 1 commenced using Cardui, I
would spit up everything 1 ate. 1 had a
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular.
and would have severe headaches continuously.
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely
quit spitting up what I eat. Everything
Beems to digest all right, and 1 have
gained 10 pounds in weight."
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is
wrong to suffer.
For half a century, Cardui has been relieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which actspecifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health

and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
you, too. Get a bottle today. You
won't regret it Your druggist sells it.

SWASTIKA COAL
f

Write to : ChUnootr Medicine Co.. Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga. Term., for Sptcial Jnr
book, "Home
ftructimu on your cast and
Traatowal (or woman," Mot lo plain wrappar. NC 129
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AT THE ARMORY-

war," Bays he, "will be that we In New
York shall make our own styles and
thus give employment to our creative
artists by producing even better styles
than ever seen here before for the
exclusive benefit of American taste.
I am simply amazed at the marvelous
progress we have already made In the
manufacture of women's garments."
Whether the magic of a Paris label
car eventually be overcome remains
to be seen, but the fact remains that
the conditions for which Parisian
styles are created are found to only
small extent in this country, and that,
for that reason, the recent styles cre
ated here should have every expectation of popularity.
Broker Take Heart
After the longest suspension in trading in securities which this city has
ever known, steps have'now been taken looking to the resumption of such
trading in a limited way. While no
one can make any certain prediction
as to how long the Btock exchange will
remain closed, seven bond houses have
announced that limited operations in
bonds under the control of a commit
tee representing all of them would be
sanctioned. Limited as trading will
necessarily be, it still means much to
the brokers who for weeks have been
practically without income from their
business. The transactions, of course,
will be narrowly confined but the establishment of the' committee and the
resumption of trading is looked upon
as a most favorable sign. The principal purpose, it is said, will be to provide- a way to take care of large maturities of municipal end corporation
short time notes and bonds. The chief
work of the committee will be to see
that there is no disturbance of the
lean situation and that prices are kept
practically unchanged from the closing. Of course, a general market is
still out of the question since dealings
will be over the counter with established customers of the houses represented on the committee. Bargain
hunters will be discouraged. There
is no idea, moreover, of sending out
salesmen to stir up business, at least
tnder the present plan, the purpose
being merely to allow those who wish
to purchase securities or sell them at
the prices at which they closed on the
latt day of operations on the stock exchange, or perhaps a little lower, to
do so. Limited as' the trading must
be under these restrictions, it nevertheless is significantly regarded as an
opening wedge after weeks of stagnation in dealing in securities.
Derby Hat May Go
A good many members of the male
sex will find at least one pleasing result in connection with the European
war. This is that the perennial derby
bat, for which no excuse - has ever
been found, may be difficult or even.
impossible to purchase this winter. AI
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Interest PeJd On Deposits

CROP MARKETI

TAUGHT IN
SCHOOLS
OKLAHOMA

INSTRUCTS
STU
IN HOE TO SELL
'
FARM PRODUCTS

DENTS

Stillwater, Okla., Srpt. 17. In view
of the difficult commercial situation
created by the European war, considerable interest is attached to the opening here this week ot a new deparf-men-t,
that of commeee and marketing, connection with the state agricultural and mechanical college. While
instruction along this line was given
last year, the opening of the present
college term sees the beginning of a
separate department 01 "school" devoted to the subjects of commerce and
marketing.
Since Oklahoma is ptimarily an ag
ricultural state, authorities in charge
of the agricultural and mechanical
college believe as much Importance
should be attached to instruction in
how to find a market for Oklahoma
crops and products as is now given to
thai of producing them. With a state
agricultural and mechanical college
having buildings, land and equipment
valued at $890,749 and six secondary
schools of agriculture, Oklahoma Is
rapidly taking its place beside the old
er states in the matter of farm education.
Statistics reecntly compiled by the
agricultural and mechanical college
authorities show that Oklahoma now
hes more money invested in Its chief
agricultural school than several of the
older states which have had such
schools in existence for many years
longer.
The Oklahoma agricultural and mechanical college has a plant consisting
of 14 especially designed buildings of
brick and stone, representing an aggregate investment of $525,000. It has
a campus of 80 cres and a farm of
valued at $50,000 and
1,000 acres
The school
worth
$315,849.
equipment
has a regular enrollment of about 1,100
and an enrollment In all courses, Including those ot short duration, of
nearly 2,500. This growth has beep
attained since 1891, when the schotl
was established here by act of the
first legislature of Oklahoma territory.
Since 1908 six secondary schools of.
agriculture have been established, by
the state. They are at Broken Ar
row, Warner, Tishomingo, Lawton,
Helena and Goodwell. These were designed for giving agricultural instruc
tion to boys and girls who could not
aftord to take a full course or to attend a more remote institution. They
are also designed to teach practical
agriculture which will be especially
adapted to the portion of the state in
which the schools are located.
Aside from its agricultural schools,
Oklahoma has placed in its constitu
tion a requirement that the elements
ot agriculture and horticulture shall
be taught in all the common schools.
As a result, a garden its a necessary
adjunct of every rural school and
mere restricted experiments in growing plant life are conducted in the
city schools. In all of them, however,
ttxt bookB giving elemental instruc
tion on agriculture and horticulture
are used.
Heart, Floating Specks
These are signs of kidney and bladder trouble. YouH have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidney Pills at once. Your miserable
sick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

Dizzy Head, Fluttering

Bnk

.

I

that garbage cans bo kept covered;
tliat ash cans are not loaded to wi thing more than four inches of the top;
and that kindling wood be not chopped
on the street. The policemen must
also see that wat r does not flow into
tlw streets from ice boxes; that butchers do not wash their chopping blocks
on the sidewalk; that '.ce is not kept
on the sidewalk, which, together with
a few thousand other regulations in
force.will make this a veritable spot
less town. The policemen believe that
their enforcement will make the most
of the members of New York's finest
nervous wrecks.

Adv.
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FREE

tain European waters have medicinal
BOSTON'S ANNIVERSARY
17.
diswere
Boston, Sept.
Flags
properties not possessed by any Amplayed on public buildings today in erican waters, and many persons adtoken of Boston's two hundred and dicted to the Apollmaris or Celestine-Vich- y
eighty-fourthabit might be equally well
birthday. While it was
In July, 1630, the colonists brought by
from American
by waters
John Wlnthrop to Salem established springs in bottles of American glass.
themselves at Charlestown, it was not bearing labels printed in the United
until September 17 of that year when States.
tae greater part of Wlnthrop's company moved to Trimontalne. Then Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up
No better medicine could be made
too place was renamed Boston, after
WANT RATE INCREASES
the Lincolnshire town whence tnany for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness.
Jefferson City, Mo., Sept. 17. Ap of the colonists
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than
had come.
plication for an increase in passenger
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
rates to 3 cents a mile on main lines
That's why they cant Improve the
For a Weak Stomach
and 4 cents on branch lines was filed
There are people right in this vicin- quality, and war or no war, the prico
with the Missouri public service com
ity who find It necessary to be very remains the same. No opiates. Don't
mission today by the trunk line rail
careful about what they eat as they take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
roads,
Schaefer
j
have weak stomachs. Many of them and Tar is the best. O.
would be very much benefited by the and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
same treatment that cured Mrs. ErStop it with Foley's Honey and Tar nest
Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who TO GET SOUTH AMERICAN TRADE
It spreads a soothing
Compound.
"I had a weak stomaca and
Philadelphia, Sept. 17. An internawrites,
healing coating as it glides down the
for years certain food disagreed with tional trade congress to be held ia
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and me. I
would feel uncomfortable for the Philadelphia Commercial museum,
nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
next month, during the visit to this
Children love it tastes good and no hours after eating. I lost weight and
of a delegation
of South.
became
I
debilitated.
Then
country
began
opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
'.s the plan sugAmerican
Chamberlain's
merchants,
Tablets
the
and
taking
miles to a drug store to get a bottle,
Best you can buy for croup and bron rromptness with which they benefited gested by officials ot the museums as
me surprised bth myself and my fam- one of the most efficient to establish
chial coughs. Try it Adv.
ily. .They strengthened my digestion trade relations with the countries repand In a short time I was sound and resented in the delegation.
CLEARANCE IS REFUSED
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
17.
au
Brazilian
Washington, Sept.
CITROLAX
thorities at Rio Janelno have refused
Users say it is the ideal, perfect
clearance to the former British steam
SUPPLY OF VICHY CUT OFF
laxative drink. Ml J. Perkins, Green
er Robert Dollar, recently transferred
Washington, Sept. 17. This coun- - Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
to the American flag, and the state
tty's annual imports of mineral waters oils, salts, etc, but were all disagreedepartment has taken up the situa are over 3,000,000 gallons, having a
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I
tion through the American ambassa- value of
nearly a million dollars. Two- - have found thetdeal laxative drlDk."
dor.
thirds of these imports came from For sick headache sour stomach, lazy
Germany, France and Austria-Hungarliver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
and as soon as the stocks on hand are Ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
No one who has used the prepara
consumed domestic waters should Drug Store. Adv.
tion will doubt the statement of Mrs. take
the place of those derived from
Jct.nie Brown, Logansport, Ind., who
MISSOURI VALLEY MEDICS
foreign springs. Ia this connection
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera it is
Interesting to note that last ynr ! Colfax, Ta., Sel. 17. The annual
and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used the
reported sales from S2S eorv.or i" tumn. meeting cf the Missouri Valby members of my family and myself cial springs in the United States were '
ley Medical Bociety convened here tofor the past 20 years. For cramps
more than 57,000,000 gallons, having day with an attendance of prominent
and summer complaint it cannot be a
total value of $5,500,000. The receat physicians and surgeons from nearly
beat." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
activity of the New York state reser all the states of the middle west. The
vation commission in conserving the initial session was held this morning.
natural mineral waters at Saratoga j with Dr. Flavel B. Tiffany, of Kansas
GERMANS' HEAVY LOSSES
The meeting will
London, Sept. 17. A dispatch to Springs, as well as in improving lo-- City, presiding.
the Times) from Sydney, dated today, cal conditions, is ot interest in calling , continue over tomorrow and will be
says that Rear AdmiraJ sir George attention to the many opportunities followed on Saturday by a clinical sesPatrick, commander of the Australian In this country for utilizing such wa sion in Des Moines.
fleet, reports that the German losses ters and adopting modes of treatment
at Herbertshoehe In the Bismarck similar to those which have made the No doubt the Cardinals and Browns
archipelago were 20 to 30 killed and bath resorts of Austria and Germany win play to big crowds when the St.
17 German officers and
famous. There is a somewhat popu IO.uls city championships is stage!
sioned officers made prisoners.
lar but fallacious Impression that cer-- next month.
Keeps Your Liver Healthily Active
A man in Kentucky just told a
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
were the most wonderful medicine
that had entered his system. Said he
would not be without them. Neither
would you, if yo had ever tried them.
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
chronic constipation or for an occasional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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Suction Cleaner
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Makes Child's Play of Cleaning Day.
The

Is

the most practical, efficient
It

tory electric sweeper on the market.

Is

and satisfac-

as Its name Implies, absolutely

simple; there are no complicated parts, nothing to get out of order.
You can use the

In

every room.

It weighs only

ten pounds and attaches to any lighting fixture or socket.
Is light, portable, and simple In design,

it

will do

the

Yet while It
work of a big

vacuum cleaner costing three or four times as much money.

A demonstra-

tion will prove this.
Own a

and you are assured of two things

abso-

lute sanitation of your home and freedom from drudgery of sweeping. You
and your family will be healthier;
over.

and the hours of

broom-slaver-

y

We have whittled the price down to the lowest point;

will be

we have

made the terms of purchase so easy that you will hardly know you are
paying at all.

LET US DFMONSTRATE IT.
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Terlin claims that the attacks of the

BY PUBLICATION

the District Court, Fourth Judi- fllles have been repulsed and that
cial District, State if New Mexico, tho German counter attacks have sucCounty of San MigueL
ceeded, while it is asserted officially
Plaintiff
in London that the German counterMiguel Chaves
No. 7C19 attacks have been repulsed and that
vs.
In

THEATER

Trinidad Romero, et al
the Invaders are slowly giving away.
Defendants
Sympathizers with both sides are thus
(Incorporated)
To Serapio Romero, Trinidad Ro- met with directly conflicting statemero, Jr., and Epimenia B. Romero: ments which can be reconciled only
Editor.
a. M. PAOGETT
The seventh installment of "Lucille You and each of you will please take on the assumption that the narrators
Love"' will be shown tonight only at notice, that there has been filed and are referring to different points In
the Browne theater. Following Is is now pending in the District Court the vast field of action.
of the Fourth Judicial District of the
Three Million Men
the synopsis:
As the crow flies, the front of the
After numerous stirring adventures State of New Aleixco, sitting within
Kntered at the poetofflce at East b land and sea in her effort to regain and for the County of San Miguel, a opposing armies, which with the heavy
La Vegas, New Mexico for
the papers which will save her father certain cause entitled Miguel Chavez, reinforcements that have reached
through the United Bute from dishonor, Lucille Love and Hugo Flaintiff, vs. Trinidad Romero, Aetna them, probably total in the neighborails as second class matter.
enemy, find Building Association, a corporation; hood of 3,000,000 men, stretches 110
Loubeque, her father's
Romiles. Making allowances for the dethemselves adrift in an open boat off .Miguel Romero, Serapio Romero,
man
Trinidad
Jr., viation north to Laon. the line must
Romera.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Romero,
coast of China, The papers, poB. Romero, Valeria R. de
Dally, by Carrier
be 150 miles long, so there is ample
ssesion of which both are fighting for, Epimenia
R. de Taylor, TriniBond,
Margarita
05
room for successes on one part of the
rer Copy
are now in the ship from which Lucille
dad O. Romero and Cleotilde R. de field and reverses elsewhere. The
.16 and
Oae Week
Loubeque were cast adrift.
heirs ot Valeria L. de Ro
66
One Month
The enmity between Lucille and Marquez,
Germans are In their selected posi- mero
Defendants, the same'
1eased.
find
with strong reinforcements
One Year
the spy dies down when they
.
.
lticns
.
011 uie
numoerea
v.
meDBr,t.
Dally, By Mall
themselves In the same boat at the ueing
UcMVU UJ W Villi UUI iuv- , vuimv.iu
docket of said court; that the gen16.00
to
winds.
and
waves
One Tear (In advance)
They
this
of
the
battle
prove
yet
may
great
ly
mercy
..V .
eral objects of said suit and action
3.00
fix Months (In aivance)
one
of the most decisive of the war.
be
are a man and a woman iigmius
are to obtain: judgment in favor of
7 00
One Tear (In arrears)
Allies Try Turning Moves
against death. When Lucille awakens ihe said Plaintiff, Miguel Chavez, for
3.50
exMonths
Blx
(In arrears)
The
British and French armies seem
from her first sleep of trouble and
the sum of Two Thousand Five Hunhaustion, she learns from Loubeque dred ($2,500.00) Dollars, with costs to be attempting to repeat on the
eekltoptTcand8t6ck
GROWER
movements carried
that the water barrel has sprung a
and interest there- Aisne the turning
$3.00 leak and Is mpty. In the days that andattorueys fees,
on the Marne, and
so
out
Tetr
successfully
an
on at the rate of 10 per centum per
1.00
Blx Months
In the present case tbey have the ad- follow Loubeque proves to be a man,
of
22nd'
from
num
September,
the
day
ditional Incentive of knowing that
Indeed. As a result of thirst and ex(Cash In Advance for Mall
1909, on accoun t of a . promissory
and
pnouia me uerman rigui o Hgniu
posure Lucille becomes delirious,
Subscriptions.)
March
22,
daied
note for said amount,
mala
of
or
money
use
strength
draft
turned
there are no great defensive
is
it
only
by
Remit by check,
1906, in favor of said Plaintiff and
rder. If sent otherwise we will not that loubeque keeps her In the boat signed by Trinidad Romero and Va- positions behind the invaders until
After many days, however, the out- leria L. de Romero, which said note they reach the River Meuse.
e responsible for loss.
LuCrown Prince Retreating
Specimen copies free on application. casts land on the coast of China.
was due on or before five years after
over
turns
her
Is ill and they spy
The
cille
inposition of the army of the
AT
certain
a
to
DISCONTINUED
foreclose
its date
ALL PAPERS
to an old Chinese woman. However, denture of
dated March 23, German crown prince, making Its way
EXPIRATION OF TIME
mortgage
i
soon as one 'danger is averted anremains full
PAID FOR
1906, made, executed and delivered toward the Stenay gaps,
other Bprlngs up. The Chinese wom- to the Plaintiff herein by the said of interest The French army which
Advertisers are guaranteed the an no sooner sees the costly necklace
Trinidad Romero and ' Valeria L, de barred the exit of the crown prince
largest daily and weekly circulation which Lucille wears than she decides
secure the payment ot the by Toul is still hurrying in pursuit
t any newspaper in northern New to steal It. Lucille learns of the plot, Romero, to
note, which said of him.
said
promissory
v
tfexlco..
and when the thieving woman and a mortgage covers that certain loi or
Italy May Oppose Germany
confederate come to rob her she is parcel of land and real estate lying
and Rumanian activities
Italian
TELEPHONES
she on the south sde ot the public
In
seem today to point to decisive ac
prepared.
plaza
Z
Main
fullness Office ...
shoots the Chinese woman and uses In the Town of Las Vegas. San Miguel tion In the near future. Should these
Main 2
isws Department
the confederate to cover up her re- County, New Mexico, and bounded on countries take the field against Aus
treat.
it is argued here that
the north by the said flaza; on the
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1911.
In the meantime Hugo Loubeque has east by property formerly of Paul Russia would have her hands freed
Fathered a force of men and attacked
south by Moreno and that Germany would be thrown en
on
ENTHUSI ASM DIES UAIMULY C&ptaln Wetheral's ship, which rides Phillips; and onthethe west by
property tirely on her own resources to repel
street;
If the plans of the president and iu the harbor. Loubeque takes the of Charles HJeld; to sell said prop- the Russian hosts thus strongly re
the democratic leaders in Washington precious documents from the captain erty under such decree of foreclosure inforced.
for legislation authorizing the collec- end has him thrown Into prison. Lou to satisfy the judgment obtained; and
tion ot war revenue are enacted into beque then opens negotiations with a to obtain judgment, for any deficiency
Liege Reported Abandoned
law, American citizens will find them-- t Chinese merchant, which results In his that may remain after applying the
London, Sept. 17. A Home dispatch
elves contributing to the government signing an agreement to smuggle am- - proceeds of such foreclosure sale as to the
Exchange Telegraph company
'ffers practically every time they mvnitlon to the port.
required by law; all of which will states that it Is officially admitted in
Lucille learns from the imprisoned more fully appear from the complaint
i rn around. It they go straight
Berlin that the Germans have aban
into. a tax of set. captain that Loubeque has again on file in said cause in the court doned
i ', ad they will bump
Liege.
:
ue sort, and if they stand still an come into the possession of the papers. aforesaid.
a
In
dispatch from Maestricht, Hol
ht tax will como along and hit The captain, however, had retainedto And you are further notified that land, by way of Amsterdam, a correscm.
unless you, and each of you, enter or
Loubeque's diary, and this he gives
pondent of the Reuter Telegraph com
If a man saves mouy, he will have the girl. While shadowing Loubeque cause to be entered your appearance
pany says the Germans have not eva
'i pay a tax on each certificate ot Lucille learns of his Intended smug- in the said cause on or before the cuated Liege and that the situation
will nar a I eling operations, and when the occa- - ninth day of November, A. D. 1914
.i..uit mTiIIq iha hunk
is calm. Numerous German
fails to sloit offers she steals Loubeque's judgment will be rendered in said theer
he
stock.
If
on
its
tribute
of infantry and artillery with 40
save money and is obliged to mortgage signed contract with the Chinese mer- - cause airainst vou bv default and a
through Liege Tuesday,
passed
guns
IiJs home In order to purchase that chant, with the Intention of using it decree pro confesso taken therein.
direction of northern
the
In
going
docu
N. B. Laughlin, Esq., of Santa Fe,
automobile his wife is so anxious to as a lever to force the stolen
France.
ments from him.
New Mexico, and H. W. Clark, Esq,
, own, he will pay a tax on the mortThe girl, however. Is now in a new of East Las Vegas, New Mexico, are
gage and one on the bill of sale for
Kitchener Makes Report
".he machine.
His cigars will cost predicament. Loubeque has regained attorneys for the Plaintiff In this
London, Sept. 17. Earl Kitchener,
mere and his beer will be capped more possession of his ship and Intends sail- cause.
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico, secretary of state for war, in the
plentifully with foam, for the barkeep ing immediately for the United States,
vheer the papers will be used to dis this 10th day of September, A. D. house of lords, today took the conn-trmust save that additional
into his confidence as to what the
LORENZO DELGADO,
honor her father. She hides on the 1914.
war tax for the boss.
FJritish
Clerk.
admiralty had done to assist
and
board
watches
(Seal)
If all this "pay me" stuff were ga- wharf
Loubeque
French
their
allies, and spoke of what
a
sail
within
few
room
will
the
board
It
and
to
the
ship.
in;
help pay
in the future of the
done
would
be
m' traveling expenses of an American minutes, and whatever she does must
said probably would be
he
which
v.ar,
be
done
out
of
the
quickly.
army whipping
daylights
a long one.
the enemy, as was the case when the
"There are already in France,' he
A
SMOKE
COSTLY
United States was obliged to raise
said, "rather more than six divisions
war revenues during the encounter
Deming, Sept. 17. Two automobile
of our expeditionary force."
vlth Spain, even the most sincere op- accidents are reported, in one of
Plerce-ArroThe latest advances from Sir John
autowhich
subthe
conflict
would
$fi,000
of
armed
ponents
Frtnch, he said, did not materially
mit with more or less pleasure. Every mobile ofjt. L. Slaughter, was reduced
change the situation from the publish
time they heard of a shell landing In to ashes, five miles from Deming.
(Continued from, Page One)
ed statements. The troops were In
the heart of the enemy's fort or his Slaughter was taking a smoke when
bert
has
been
by
Quartermas
replaced
move forward
battleship they would pat themselves a spark from his cigar set fire to ter General Von Stein, the well known good heart, ready to
arrived."
moment
the
"when
and
he
had
time
gasoline
hardly
eoitor of the official war reports and
enough to' Jump out of the automobile
pay for It."
author of the laconic war bulletins.
More English Troops
to
But one's enthuslam cools materialescape Incineration. James George
Galiciani Were Traitors
to the six divisions of
In
addition
had
his
left
crushed
when
to
and
hand
Is
It
he
consider
that
ly
lis It is reported here from Vienna
stops
trcops, he said there were two divime otner renow s ngnt he is paying shoulder broken In an automobile acthai 1,800 Galician traitors have been sions of cavalry In France, which were
for, and he Immediately becomes an cident, also on the Borderland high
into Graz, Austria, where they
way. The car ran In Into a burro and brought
being maintained at their full strength
ndvocate of peace.
sentence. They are said while further
.rt
awaiting
was
regular divisions and
Enthusiasm cools still more rapidly
upset. The burrow was so badly
to have been paid by Russia to signal additional
cavalry were being organ
when one realiezs that the democratic injured that It had to be shot.
the positions of Austrian troops to teed from units drawn from over seas
tariff program, by seriously cutting
the Russian army.
NEW NOTARIES NAMED
garrisons.down import revenues, has had a large
rart Jn making the extraordinary In- Santa Fe, Sept. 17. Acting Gover- Lieutenant Tiedemann of the fifth A division of territorials already
come raising measure a necessity, nor E. C. de Baca today appointed Prussian' curassiers found ll "Grman had left for Egypt, he said, a brigade
lying helpless on a highway in for Malta and a garrison for Gibraltar,
end one immediately becomes an ad- the following notaries public: James
east
Prussia.
Cossacks had surprised As to the two new armies, new diviB.
vocate of a change In national admin- Herbst, Roswell; George M. Clark,
iFtration.
MeBilla; Frank J. Lavan,- Santa Fe; thorri the day before and had severed sions were now assembling at train
Robert L. Graves, Roswell; Policarpio their hands or legs and had cut their ing quarters and a third army was bev
0
'
SANATORIUM
Sanchez, Albuquerque; James L. ears and noses.ing formed on the new camping
INCORPORATED
A fourth army was being
St.
Hines,
ground.
captured
Vrain,
gendarmes
Accompanying
Santa Fe, Sept. 17. Incorporation
Curry county.
created
and Indian divisions were on
a Russian officer who had a woman's
papers were filed today In the office
'i
their
In
It
on
FLETCHER SUCCEEDS BADGER
a
way.
his
with
pocket.
finger
ring
of the state corporation commission
Washington, Sept. 17. The change The commander of the German Elev-ert-h
by the Deming Cottage sanatorium, in the command of the Atlantic fleet
Servians' Great Bravery
army corps reports that the Ruswith headquarters at Deming, and F. btcame operative today. Rear Admiral sians cut the fingers from the hands
Venice, Sept. .17. (via Paris) Retrust
Charles J. Badger hoisting his flag as of the German landwehr (reservists) ports received here from
J. Reld, statutory agent. The
of the fleet In suc- He found 20 dead women with their worthy sources indicate that the situa
izttlon Is $30,000 divided into 5,000 C(.mmander-In-chie- f
tion of the Austrian troops in Gallcia
shares. The paid-ucapital is $2,020, cession to Rear Admiral Frank F. breasts cut off.
most precarious. During the fight
is
Fletcher.
An
issued
the
commander
Admiral Fletcher has been
the Incorporators being F. J. Reid, 200
order
by
ehares; A. T. Pagter and H. J. Wil- detailed to duty with the navy general of the First French army and found ing along the Servian frontier tho
hoard. He will serve nearly a year bv the German troops regrets tho Croatian regiments suffered enormous
liams, one share each, all of Deming.
and retire next August.
plundering of the French town of losres. Owing to their racial hatred
for the Servians they were chosen to
Ramberville.
Automobile stage nne to Mora trii
lead
the first attack, and,' carried by
BIRMINGHAM
WON IT
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sattheir enthusiasm, they did not wait
Atlanta, Ga., Sept. 17. The BirmingConflicting Assertions
urday, leaving Las Vega postofflca
8 a m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. ham, Alabama club of the Southern
London, Sept. 17. The world has tor the support of their artillery, but
once
more been set the task of guessi- rushed blindly against the Servians,
won
association
Leave Mora 4 d m. arrlvn T
1914
the
for
Vimi
pennant
. the baseball season, which ended to- ng- how the terrific clash of arms on rutihing instead of crawling across the
Rin n vet Popa 9nwt mnA .
ene way, $3. Round trip tickets good day. Mobile finished second and New the heights northward ot the River field. As a consequence they fell In
masses before the Servian army.
Aisne Is progressing.
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop Orleans third.
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SEVENTH INSTALLMENT OF MOV
ING PICTURE STORY WILL BE
SHOWN TONIGHT
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The artillerymen stood for several
hours in water and arrived at we
scene of the fighting too late to afford
the necessary Bupport for the Infantry.
It is also asserted that Austrian artilown
their
three
of
decimated
Itry
regiments, whom they mistook
for Russians because of similarity In
the uniforms.
Wounded to the number of 2,903 arrived In Vienna Tuesday, a evidence
of the gallantry ot the Austrian boIthe
all
that
declared
diers, It is
wounds are on the front of the body.
Accordingly, it is announced that the
government order forbidding persons
to give Iformation regarding wounded
soldiers has been cancelled. The public Is now freely admitted to the hospitals, indicating that the authorities
do not fear to let the people know
wrat has happened.

3hc Pastol Rpse and Silver

SANTA FE COUNTY

Pickard China
Skr
Jlk

attmchW lynch
decomted with jjjpropriok:

TO HAVE GOOD
ROADS
HIGHWAY COMMISSION'S
ITIES ARE GREATLY

ACTIV-

Selected China decorated

EX-

TENDED

In

taste

in the famous studios of "Pickard."

The most attractive tableware made.
Santa Fe, Sept. 17. Road Commissioner Arthur Seligman has five good
See our new decorations.
roads camps at work in Santa Fe
county putting the roads in bettt-sTlape than they have ever been before and at the same time building
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
several miles of superbly constructed
permanent road, thus proving th
wisdom of his policy to iiermil the
road
fund to accumulate instead of
BE
CHECKS MAY NOT
l of
frittering it away on vhe old
1
11
road repairing that lasts only until j
1
WAR FUND the next rain. One camp in charge of
TAXED
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Marcelino A. Garcia, with 10 men
Kansas City, September 17. Hogs,
road tlx and $200
their
put
working
MAKING
CONSIDER
DEMOCRATS
for expenses is fixing up the Ojo del receipts 5,000. Market higher. Bulk
CHANGES IN THE REVENUE
Vaca road, a highway of muci utility $?.458.75; heavy $8.fi08.80; packMEASURE
and great scenic beauty. Another ers and butchers $8.50g8.83; lights
camp is at work on the scjnic high- $8.408.75; pigs $77.75.
way in the Santa Fe canyon. A third
Cattle, receipts 5.000. Market steady.
Washington, Sept. 17. Prospects of camp has Just straightened out tho Prime fed steers $10 10. 75; dressed
s
large revenues from a stamp tax on Santa
road between Poioauue beef steers $89.75; western steers
insurance policies and land conveyan- and Namibe, while a fourth is at work
$C.759.25; stockers and feeders $6Q
ces has led democrats of the ways on the same highway between Nambe
8.25; calves $6.5010.50. ,
and means committee to plan to eli- and Saa Ildefonso.
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market highminate the stamp tax on checks from
The finest piece of road construc- er. Lambs $88.75; yearlings $5.75
the war revenue bill. Some members tion, however, is on hat same high
wethers $5.40(0 6; ewes $5
hope to abandon the checks tax alto- way between Santa Fe and Tesuque. 5.60.
gether, but if that is not feasible it Not only is this a magnificent scenic
.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
will be proposed to exempt all checks road but it is also the main artery uf
17. Wheat prices reChicago,
Sept.
"made
under $50. No effort will be
travel from Santa Fe to Taos, the
covered today from an early dip that
valley, the cliff dwelling an 1
by the house committee to substitute
a graduated tax on automobiles based hundreds of teams and automobiles resulted In a selling drive by pit speclower to Y
on manufacturers' value, for the two pass over It daily. An ontiro new ulators. After opening
all
to
declined
values
ctnt tax on gasoline. Such an effort survey recently completed by the IV
In
a
made
and
around
the
recovery
may be made, however, when the bill state is followed and the construction
1
to
was
unsettled
full.
The
close
maximum
The
senate.
is
well
reaches the
grade
planned.
2
last
under
cents
night.
is cut down from 14 to 8 per cent, he
Corn swayed with wheat. The openroadway is made 22 fe; t wido, with
1
off to Yt
TODAY IN CONGRESS
drainage ditches on each suh with in? .which ranged fron
an
followed
was
upturn
by
advance,
galvanized iron culverts that have
concrete mantles to break lha tihoclt that offset most of the loss. The close
cents net
to 1
was nervous at 1
Washington, Sept. 17 Senate: Met of the water.
decline.
one
new
m.
will
two
11
There
be
a.
at
bridges,
Oats trading was not nearly as broad
Filibuster
against the river and over the Tesuque river and the other
as
of late. The curtailment of demand
over the Arroyo Mascarenas at Santa
harbor bill continued.
House: Met at noon.
Fe, each bridge to be a pile structure led to a moderate setback In prices.
Debate continued 011 the general on piles driven 24 feet into tho sand. .Higher values for hogs lifted the proThe road camp is in charge of Few vision market. There was a rise of
land leasing bill.
mam Carl Teter of the state good five to 25 cents, but not all of the
LONDON HIDE SALES
roads department and is in itself a, gains were held. The closing quotaof
17.
a
At
sale
London, Sept.
sanitary wonder of efficiency Fif- tions were:
Wheat, Sept. 1.07; Dec. 1.10; May
sheepskins held here today there were teen men are employed in this camp
New at. present with scrapers and other 1.16.
5,269 bales offered, principally
Corn, Dec.
May 73
Zealand, West Australian and Punta good roads making machinery, inDec. 49; May 52.
Aienas. There was no continental or cluding a steam road roller purchased
American demand, but home traders jointly, hy the county and the city.
Pork, Jan. $20.55.
wore fair buyers. Prices declined from The road as far as finished is a model
Lard, Oct. $9.45; Jan. $10.
of
Vz to 1
Ribs, Oct. $1109; Jau. $10.67.
"pence per pound. for cross and will be surfaced to the dtptli
breds and from 2 to 2VS pence for me-- eight inches. The road inaterkil Is of
NICHOLS' LITTLE FIB
rluos, or about 15 and 20 pet- cent the finest to be found anywhere and
when completed! this highway will add
rc-New York, Sept. 17 A circumpectlvely.
another splendid drive to those al- stantial story of the sinking of the
North German Lloyd liner Kron
ready entering the capital.
THE HEROIC SUFFS
17
Prince Wilhelm by the British cruiser
Tax
Women's
The
London, Sept.
SHIPPING IS RESUMED
Resistance league, composed mainly
Lancaster, brought into this port by
New York, Sept. 17. The steamer Pilot McCarty aboard the Norwegian
of suffragettes whose motto is "No
Vote, No Tax," has decided to pay from Marseilles, with 418 passengers, freight steamer Hermod, was proved
taxes this year on account of the war. and the steamers Thessalonikl and today to be untrue. McCarty said the
It notified the government to this ef- Abinai from Piraeus, the latter hav- story had been told to him by Pilot
fect today. In the past members of ing 350 passengers, arrived in port to- Nichols, who yesterday boarded the
the league frequently have sacrificed day. The steamship Dal Baltic Is due warship off Ambrose channel lighttheir property rather than pay taxes. late today or early tomorrow with ship. Nichols admitted to newspaer
passengers from Liverpool, and the men this afternoon that he told such
Jack Martin, once a member of the Lusitania, from the same port, is due a story to McCarty and several parYankees and later with the Boston tonight. The steamship Ausonia sail- ties. He confessed he had been roamrraves.ls making good playing short ed for Glasgow with 276 passengers ing, not knowing the story would get
with the Phillies.
and a general cargo.
i?into the newspapers.
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Prices $15 to $42.50

The Autumn
Styles Are Splendid
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pound all cotton produced by any
today from Santa Fe.
Hev. H. W. Whistler, pastor of the planter In 1915 In excess of 50 per cent YORK HAS MUSCLES AND
Christian tabernacle, lelt last nlaut for of the total he produced in 1914. AnKalon, where he will remain for a few other plan would levy a tax of $20 an APPARENT
acre on the total acreage planted with
days on, church matters.
Mrs. J". W. Bentley, nho has been cotton in 1915 in excess of the total
BUT GALLEGOS, HIS OPPONENT,
in Arkansas City, Kaa., on account acreage of 1914.
LOOKS EQUALLY GOOD TO
some
of illness in her family for
time,
THE FANS
BASEBALL TODAY,
returned today on train No. 1.
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor of the
Bobby York, the young man of
American League
First Methodist church of this city
comely aspect from Santa Fe, who
Chicago at St. Louis.
left last night for Albuquerque where
will try to put the crimps into Pepe
Detroit at Cleveland.
ho will attend the annual statu conGallegos on the night of the 24th
ference of the Methodist church.
at the armory, while the aforesaid
National League
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos P. Dunn, son- at
Pepe is endeavoring valiently to do
Chicago
Brooklyn.
Mr.
and daughter of
and Mrs.
the same thing to him (the efforts
St. Louis at Boston.
O. G. Schaefer,
and their Infant
of the two going to make up what Is
Cincinnati at New York.
daughter, Helen Louise, who have
commonly called a contest, sometimes
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia.
been spending the summer here, left
an encounter, a mill, a bout, and sunfor their home in Taos today.
dry other appellations of pugilistic
Federal League
10

ll

nam ft

"k

t

W

ll

O

Three Points

GENEMLSHIP

Mrs. G. W. Horne, dressmaker,
KelBter college, system, 20 years ex-

perience, work guaranteed.

stteet, Phone

Main 240.

711

Main

Adv. eod 18.

Mrs. Charles A, Spless, who went to
Denver some days ago to accompany
her daughter. Miss Jeanelte, who entered Loretto academy, returned yesterday on train No. 1.
District Judge David J. Leahy, who
wtnt to Silver City Monday to hear
a case In which Judge Neblett of that
district had been disqualified, returned
lest night.
II. C. Moore and wife, tourists from
St. Paul, are among the latest hotel
arrivals In Las Vegas.
J. A. Seth of Albuquerque is in the
city on a business trip.
Charles P. Walker1' f Wichitaia"7n
the city for a few days.
.

Mr

and Mm

Frnnn.ift

W YVhitnpv

of New York are among the latest arrivals in Las Vegas.
C. J. Dillon, a business man of Denver, is in the city for a brief stay.
Louis Meyer of Denver is registered at one of the citys hotels.
F. M. Bruce of Newton, Kas., Is In
the city for a short stay.
H. T. Shaw of Los Angeles is in the
city on a short business trip.
H. M. Jenkinson, a business man of
Kansas City, Is registered at a local
hotel.
William J. Barker of Santa Fe is In
the city for a brief stay.
Mrs, C. B. Barnes of Rlbera Is In
the city for a few days' shopping.
J. W. Bowden of Raton is stopping
at one of the local hotels.
H. J. Hanlon of El Paso Is in the
city on a short business trip.
S. Vorenburg, a merchant of Wagon
Mound, Is in Lag Vegas for a few
days.
V. L. Wildermuth of Raton is registered at one of the city's hotels.
Roy Mason' of Bloomlngton, Ind., is
among the more recent hotel arrivals
J. V. Jenkins of Denver Is making
a few business calls here today.
John Rudulph left this morning for
Gascon. He expects to take charge or
a ranch in that neighborhood.
F. M. Hughes, commissioner of
Mora county, arrived In Las Vegas today from Solano on official business.
Alvan N White, state superintended of schools, arrived on train No.

For Fall and Winter should be

John Hartman and Edwin Crookes
Indianapolis at Brooklyn.
are about to remove their famines to
Kansas City at Baltimore.
Springer.
brake-man,
Sanford North, a Santa Fe
'Western Leag'ue
and well known in Las Vegas,
Pes Moines at Denver.
has gone to Springdale, Ark., on a
PtJ Joseph at Lincoln.
long vacation.
Topeka at Omaha.
Mrs. Dora Watson of Santa Fe, who
Sioux City at Wichita
came to Las Vegas yesterday to at
tend the wedding of nur son, Wallace
N. Watson, and Miss Marie L. Dunn,
left, for her home today on train No. 1.
W. E. Hodges, vice president and
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
general purchasing of the Santa Fe
railway, will spend a few hours in Las
'epas tomorrow, en route west.
AmetTcan League
United States Senator T. B. Catron
R H. E
At St. Louis
of Santa Fe is in the city for a brief
1
2
(i
Chicago
stay on legal business.
C
2
3
We have just unloaded a car of St. Louis
HamScott
Batteries:
and
Colorado
Schalk;
On
Fri
sale
potatoes.
fancy
day and Saturday only, 100 pounds for ilton and Agnew.
Second Game.
R. H. E.
$1.35 delivered. E. Rosenwald & Son.
1
8
2
Adv.
Chicago TT.

Funeral services for the late Charles
Seppas, who died at St Anthony's san- tarium on September 10, were held at
3 o'clock this afternoon
from the
Church of the Immaculate Conception.
Interment was in St. Anthony's ceme
tery, under the direction of J. C. John-se- n
and Son.

in

First shipment of fresh oysters Just
at the Bismark. Open all night

Adv.

I

at right prices.
Prebslng, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

Holland-America-

US

TAILOR IP

0

-

At Cleveland

R. H. E.
3 10 2

.

Cleveland

8 13 2
Detroit
Batteries: Carter, Coumbe, Hager-ma- n
and Bassler; Oldham and McKee.

National League
At Boston

R. II. E.
9

5

6 10

2

3

TWO MINERS ARE

n

Exchange committee today announced
that it shortly will fix a date after
which merican stocks In the name of
alien enemies will cease to be good for
delivery. The members of the ex
change holding such certificates aro
advised to take steps for their registration.

H. E.
At Philadelphia
, R.
2
6 3
Pittsburgh
6 9 2
Philadelphia
Batteries: Cooper, Councilman and
Gibson; Rixey and Killifer.
R. H. E.

At Brooklyn

1

6
9

2

Chicago
Brooklyn

7

2

Batteries: Lavender, Pierce, Smith
and Archer; Allen and McCarty.

DRASTIC METHOD OF

At Buffalo
Buffalo

7 17
3 6

St Louis
COTTON OF 1915 CROP WILL BE
TAXED HEAVILY BY THE
GOVERNMENT

Moore and Allen;
Batteries:
vigne, Keupper' and Simon.

3

WIVES

i

TYvnfikA

i

R. II. B
6

1

6

2

5

2

Sanders-anBatteries:
Zabaugh;
Weldman, Grover and Glea isooti. ;

CRYSTAL''

MTE1

At Denver
Des Moines

:$l

R. H.E.
2 4 0

At Lincoln

St Joseph

.

Batteries:
Pope and
Thomas and Griffith.

SEASONS

2

8 8 1
Denver
Batteries: Thomas and Haley; Har
rington and Spahn,,

Lincoln)

the best in all

9

1

4- --

1

'

6

7

Blackburn;

hi

At Wichita
Sioux City
Wichita

R.H.E.
4 8
6 10

2
4

WILL EXCHANGE PRISONERS
Amsterdam, Sept. 17. (via London)
A
dispatch received
here from Berlin says that the British,
French, Russian and German authori
ties have agreed to an interchange of
lives of prisoners of war.
semi-offici-

the railroads, one of these being the
Rock Island, similar to the investigation Into the New York, New Haven
and Hartford railroad. While railway
authorities say they do not desire to
block any governmental inquiry, they
say that any evils, should they exist
in the financial management of the
reads, could be corrected quietly without ostentation and newspaper publicity, thus preventing a needless injury
to the reputation of the road. Some
of these matters and situations that
may grow out of thera were under consideration by railway men when the
conference with the president was ar''
ranged for.
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Bring: Your

10 THE

Job Work

ROADS

BABES TO

BE GIVEN ASSISTANCE
ENGLISH NOBLEWOMEN ORGAN
IZE SOCIETY TO CARE FOR
SOLDIERS' FOLKS

TREMEND
RAIL LINES NOTICE
OUS FALLING OFF IN REVENUES
Tofpeka, Kan., "Sept. 17. Railroad
executives1 'sayfrK8t 'to all likelihood

the nations now at war may he compelled to issue bonds to pay off their
indebtedness after the war is over.
These bonds, will very likely hear a
high rate of Interest Furthermore it
is contemplated that those nations
will impose a tax on foreign securities
held by their citizens. This would
naturally result in the sale of Ameri
can securities and a general purchase
of the proposed governmental bonds
which the European nations will have
to issue.
Because domestic railroad securities
form the greater proportion, of the do
mestic securities held abroad, the
American railroads expect to be ,the'
greatest sufferers when the European
war Is over. Another situation which
Is harassing the railroad people, la
that already the roads ar facing a
desperate situation because of lck of
revenue. The Kuropen war nas resulted In a decided setback to Amer
ican railroads. Inasmuch aa the traf
fic has been hindered because of the
lack of foreign markets. The physi
cal equipment of the roads is in great
need of repair and there is no place
to borrow "money.
CURRENT MAGAZINES
When H. IT. Mudge, president of the
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific sys
tem, was In Topeka last month, he
How to Clean Your Furniture
pointed out the fact that as the AmeriIn the October Woman's Home Com- can railroads depend largely on for
panion A. Ashmun Kelly, writing un eign capital, a crisis, perhaps disas
der the tile, "Is Your Furniture Shab trous, was coming.
In face of this, the Interstate comby?" presents some helps to make it
new.
extract
an
is
as
commission has announced Its
merce
Following
good
from his article:
put pose to prosecute an investigation
"When the furniture begins to lose into the financial history of eeveral of

London, Sept. 17. Prominent London women under the leadership ot
the Countess of Shaftesbury, Lady
Scott, widow of the late Captain R.
F. Scott, the British Antarctic explorer; Lady Jellicos, wife of the commander of the home fleet; Lady Byron, and Mrs. Reginald McKenna wife
of the. home secretary, today completed the organization of the War Babies'
and Mothers' League.
The new organization will aid not
enly recognized wives of regular soldiers and territorials, but any woman whose Immediate future may have
been dependent on come man. called
to the colors. A nursery will be provided where mothers may leave their
little ones while they are; seeking
a
work.
he
will
stationed
at several
Agencies
centers in London, and assistance will
be rendered regardless of class and
creed to the wife, baby or dependent
of any man serving his country in
the army or navy.

situation.
This is not a move on the part of
tht: Santa Fe to get out of paying
legitimate claims; it is a move to da
away with causes for claims.
Disregard Crossing Signals
Until some one Invents a crossing
signal with an arm that will reach out
and slap the offending public when it
attempts to cross the railroad track
without regarding the alarm of the
warning device, the railroads will have
little use of adopting any of the patents now on the market This statement was made today by a Topeka
railroad official.
A large per cent of persons cross a
railway track with the same American,
carelessness that they do when cross
ing a busy Btreet or a sidewalk. Statistics show that nearly all of the accidents due to engines striking pedestrians, automobiles and buggies are
due to the carelessness of the Injured
person. Public in a majority of cases
fells to take heei of the gong and
crosses the track sometimes to his--'
own death.

Eliminate Freight Loss
The Santa Fe railway system semiannual loss and dama?3 meeting will
be held in Pueblo the week of September 28. More than 100 delegates will
participate, representing the operating,
traffic, mechanical, legal and account-in- ?
departments. There are 50 subjects
on the docket, the Topeka assignments
being to R. J. Parker, general man-asJ. C. Burnett, assistant general
freight agent; H. C. Pribble, freight
Increase the Rate
clhim auditor; J. C. McGoff, mechanicSt.
Louis,
al superintendent, and J. C. Swanson,
Sept 17. Railroad pas
car shops superintendent.
rates
between St. Louis and
senger
The object of the meeting Is to make CLicago will be increased one dollar
plans to reduce the item of expense about December 1 and rates between
'
''t. Louis and Ne York will be in
growing out of the loss of and
aae to freight shipments by eliminat- creased two dollars, according to a
ing, so far as possible, the causes for statement by W. C. Maxwell, general
such item. A case of loss or damage traffic manager of the Wabash rail
generally is the result of somebody's road, in an address before the Traffic
carelessness, either the railway em club.
The Increases, he said, would be
ploye who did not handle the ship
ments properly, or the shipper, or his made on the suggestion of the Interemploye, who did not properly prepare state commerce commission, which, in
the shipment for transportation. The iU decision on the petition, for an adlegitimate claims which the railway vance in freight rates, suggested that
company pays every year run far Into the railroads get additional revenue,
the thousands of dollars. By the adop by increasing passenger trains.
tion of efficiency methods, the Santa
Mr. Maxwell said that profits on the
Fe has eradicated much of tho evil passenger business ot the Pennsylvacomplained of, and officials- continue nia railroad were less than one-hato make continued Improvement in the of one per cent.
,
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Western League
'
At Omaha
Omaha .

pol-is.-

La- -

R. H. E.
At Baltimore
3 6 2
Baltimore 2 8 0
Kansas
17.
Convinced
City
Washington, Sept
Batteries: Suggs and Jacklitsch;
after a search of supreme court reclJ(i
ords that the federal government has Adams and Easterly.
a right to
by means
AtR. Hi. E.
ot a prohibitive tax, a committee of
BeooMynrrrv..
2 10 1
senators and representatives will rec- Indianapolis - 0 4 2
ommend to the congressional, cotton Brooklyn
Batteries: Moseley and Rarldan;
convention tonight plans designed to
limit the production of cotton in this Lafitte and Owens.
country next year to 50 per;cet of
R.H.E.
At Pittsburgh
the 1914 crop.
4 8 1
The plan is to tax at 10 cents a Pittsburgh
7 10 1
Chicago
Batteries: Knatzer, Leclalr, Adams
and Berry; Johnson, Lane and Wilson.

You Will Find

its original appearance of freshness. It
h
should be renovated. A standard
calls for raw linseed oil, turpentine and vinegar, well shaken;- but
while this Is really a good polish, there
Is danger of allowing too much of It
to remain on the surface of the furni
ture. Remember that the office of a
renovator is simply to remove dirt and
grease, and not to give it a new sur
face. Hence, when you rub with a
renovator, follow It with another rag
and wife off thorougnly.
'A preliminary cleansing with good
scap and warm water Is advised, but
where there is danger of Injury from
getting the water into the joints
where glue has been used. It would
be better to use an acid. Acetic acid
is excellent, and strong cider vinegar
is useful.
"After the article has been clean- red, it will probably appear dull, owing to the taking away of some of
the original coloring matter. I have
always found rubbing with an oil col
or corresponding to the natural color
of the wood or to the color of the fin
ish, the best thing to do. Having
cleaned the surface, and In some cases having also lightly sandpapered It,
uUng No. 0 or 00 paper, rub on some
pigment in oil. Work this well into
the wooil, and after a few minutes
rub it off with a clean woolen rag. For
walnut or dark oak, use burnt umber
in oil, and for cherry or mahogany
use burnt sienna in oil. Raw sienna
In oil does for light colored oaks and
ash."

BLOW

R. H. E.
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EUROPEAN WAR

Federal League

CUTTING PRODUCTION

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
Capital and Surplus

"LIE," SAYS GERMANY
Washington, Sept. 17. The German
KILLED BY GAS embassy today received the following
wireless from Berlin:
"London reports that the Germans
ABANDONED WORKINGS IN KEN moratorium has been extended until
the end of September is a shameless
TUCKY ARE TOMB OF VENFjvglish lie. Germany never ordered
TURESOME MEN
nor wanted a moratorium, therefore.
theer is "no basis for a prolongation.
17.
men
Two
Ky.,
Sept.
Newcastle,
were overcome by gas and died today AD banks are doing business as usual."
in the Gratz lead mine at Gratz, HenSubscribe for rhe Optic,
ry county, Kentucky. They were Bai
The
ley Hall and William Marion.
mine practically had been abandoned.
A laborer also was overcome by fumes
A
when he attempted to go to the as- stance of Hall and Marlon. After
he, was rescued calls for assistance
were sent to the federal mine station
at Knoxvllle, Tenn.

,

curtart-productio-

CHAS. LEWIS

8

the fight.
York has been In 25 fights In his
two and a half years in the ring, having received one knockout (afterwards returned in a later encounter)
taken four draws, and counts the balance clean cut victories. Louis Gonzales laid him low for the proverbial
ten seconds at Silver City Just a year
ago today. On Thanksgiving day York
put Gonzales to sleep In the fifth
bout at Hurley.
round of a
Between these two honors are even.
Gallegos trained a bit late this afternoon.
Beginning tomorrow both
will use the armory. Both boys are
reluctant about forecasting the result
of their contest, showing the spirit
of true sportsmen.
Each wants to
win, but neither is certain he can
best the other, and will not try to
win before the fight with word battles.

ENGLISH SEIZE STEAMER
Batteries: Perritt, Griner and SnyQueenstown, Sept. 17. (via London)
and Whaling.
The
line steam der; Tyler
ship Itjyndham, which sailed from
At New York
R. H. E.
New York September S for Rotterdam
1 5 3
Cincinnati
was seized by a Britslh warship and
8
6 3
New York
brought into Cork harbor today.
Batteries: Ames, Fittery and Gon
zales, Gleason; Demeree and Meyers.

We have a complete line of for-

prising all the latest weaves, and

3

.

ordered now.

eign and domestic suitings, com

Louis

definition) started training this after
noon. He Is a bit over weight, but
will have only about four pounds to
take off to meet the limit, 138 pounds.
In his red regalia with their winged
"0" In the middle of the breast, displaying rather than concealing well
developed chest ana shoulders, he
looks a winner.
His foot work is a little slow, and
in the rounds he went with his sparring partner, Charlie Short, he appeared a trifle stiff: all of which he

Batteries: Wolfgang, Russell, Faber
and Kuhn; Levt-rena-,
Raiimgardner
and Agnew."

St. Louis
Boston

IMPORTANT STOCK CHANGE
London, Sept. 17. The London Stock

YOUR
SUIT

in-la-

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
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ger, daughter of Hon. Frank Springer
on
which
rest
could
GEO.
H. HUNKER
any
And it will give you even worse if of Las Vegas, who has been in France
tained in thw city frora
Crand Duke Nicholas, and it appears commander was saved for a much sponsibility
Attorney-at-Lathat at last the war has arrived in greater need. That need came a few Russian shoulder. Those who have not checked. Mrs. R T. Straynge, the past few years, studying art left
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
which he can achieve it and that he weeks ago. Nicholas has answered seen him and spoken with him say Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on France today on the steamer Olympic.
is in a position to enable the czar to by crushing the armies of Austria till his six feet six of strength, method, her back with kidney trouble and in- for the United States, according to
dash, daring and discipline will be flamed bladder. She says: "I took a
cablegram received this morning.
equal to all Ihe demands which will Foley Kidney pills and now my back
confront him, Kansas City Star.
Is stronger than in years, and both
f,000 lbs., or Mors, Each Dalvery
nor IN fas.
FRENCHMEN RALLYING TO THE COLORS
DIPHTHERIA EPIDEMIC
1,000 Iba to 2,009 lbs. Each Delivery
15s par 1M Iks.
kidney and bladder troubles are enSanta Fe, Sept 17. The department
200 Iba., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery .M.w.M.MSo per IN Ike,
tirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
of
education today received word that
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
60 lbs, to 2N lbs. Each Delivery
per 1N IM,
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Miss Flossie Sanford and Miss Fannie
.
o par 1N is
Lass than M Iba, Eaoh Delivery
Valverde, who have been gathering up
VALUE OF MINERAL PRODUCTS
FARM Washington, Sept 17 The value of blind children in southwestern New
THE
HELPS
the mineral production of the United Mexico, arrived at the state blind
blind
tae Partly aft
a school with nineteen young
now exceeds $2,500,000,000
torers, aad Distributors ef Natural
Harvesters,
INVENTOR OF "IRRIGATION
SYS States
children. Word was also received
raseaa
Las
Wnlek.
United
Made
to
States
the
venr,
ef
Bar
M
p
faiaa
Qualities
Lastlif
according
TEM" TELLS OF SUCCESS
an epidemic of dlhptheria has
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
geological s.'rvey. Though this value that
HE HAS WON
ft"!
falls far below that of the country's broken out at San Marcial, Socorro
county. Twenty cases have been
Los Angeles, Sept 17. The process farm products, the magnitude and
.
1 J.
quarantined by Dr. L. G. Rice of the
of W. J. Anson, a southern California scope of the mineral industry may be
state board of health. Moving picture
best
with
It
measured
by comparing
of the
Inventor, for the
schools and other places of
?
r1 soil by electrical currents Is likely to that of other countries, no one of shows,
FIND WHAT YOU WANT
r
have been ordered
assemblage
public
with
the
can
United
vhlch
compete
be received with Interest.
closed.
Since the beginning of the present States In abundance or variety of minyear he has been demonstrating his eral resources. The United States
VERMONT PROGRESSIVES
process on a little tract of land near mines nearly 40 per cent of the
SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT
Burlington,
Vt, Sept 17 Tlie proWilmar station, on the Covina line world's output of coal and produced
state convention assembled
G!
per cent of the petroleum In 1913. gressive
of the Pacific Electric railway.
In this city today for the nomination
The process was originally tried out Of the more essential metals, 40 per
of a candidate for United States senCLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
In El Paso, Tex., and more recently cent of the world's output of Iron ore
ator and a state ticket to be voted
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
is
raised
and
American
from
mines,
In the San Fernando valley, where
for at the November election. All inI
its value Is said to have been shown the smelters of tha United States furdications point to the nomination of
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST, to people who
In connection with the planting on a nish the world with 55 per cent of its
Fraser Metzger for the United States
read the ads in this paper and who nevef would hear of your
small model farm established by the load and zinc.
senatorshlp. Mr. Metzger was the
unless It were a dvertlsed here.
property
Janes Investment company. fo- - governor two
Anson claims for his system that It Are You Subject to. Bilious Attacks? progressive candidate
Persons who are subject to bilious years ago.
will stimulate and accelerate plant
OTHERS who read and answer tbe ads in this newspaper want (and
attacks
will be interested In the exnow
labor
much
of the
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
rowth, save
articles of usefulness of any sort, musical
expended tai ditch irrigation, reduce perience of Mrs. Louise "Shunke,
furniture,
"
.,
PILLS
"About five years CHICHESTER
water bills to a minimum and prevent Frankfort N.
BBANn. A.
J.aieftl AH your urnrglnlfbr
losses, either by, unusual heat or by ago I suffered a great deal from IndiDiamond
v
liUbkn
UaBjv
Bnd
in
I'UIA
Hold
Krd
she
uliwlner frosts. He asserts that every gestion and biliousness,"
says. "I
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, g et results and EVERYBODY'S SATISbojts, teilcd will! Illuo Rlbboa.
mthrr. It .it mf rear
Take
claim he puts forth has been proved began taking chamberlain's Tablets
FIED. Try them.
Askfnt
S
French reservists from the country flocking into Paris to join their
rel". IIK.VNO Hll.l,. for Hi
DIAMOND
and they relieved mo at once.' For
by actual demonstration.
Safest, AIKelib
yainkumiiKBtbt,
The process Itself Is simple to in-- sale by all dealers. Adv. ,,
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

J

1

MAGAZINE

THE WOMEN'S HOME COMPANION

THE NATIONAL

SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL

AT

TIE

OFFICE

Al

LEAVE

YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
flagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one jear
The Daily Optic; and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00
.$7-5-

0

$6.00

$6.50
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MAROONS

TIE

PUBLIC GOOD

DANCE AT THE ARMORY TONIGHT
13 EXPECTED TO BE EN- JOYABLE

The Maroons, who have been working hard for the success of the dance
et the armory tonight, which, it is hoped, will pull the hall team out of the
financial hole it has gone into on the
season's games, all feel that every-t- l
!ng that can conduce to the comfort
and amusement of the patrons is being done. The music will be far above
the averuge and the floor already Invites the itching tootsies of the dancers.
Tickets have been placed on sale
at Clement's curio store (formerly
Jeer's) and It would be advisable for
as many as can to secure them there
to prevent any congestion at the ticket window at the armory tonight

We will

employ d

at the Castaneda hotel for

several years, became the bride of F.
W. Doolin, a well known rancher of
Shoemaker, at 9:30 o'clock last evenConception
ing at the Immaculate
parish residence, the Rev. Father
Bekeuwer officiating.
The bridal party was made up of the
Misses Madeline Corgan, and Florence
Hansler, Mr. William Charles and
Mr. K. F. Riley. After the ceremony
a wedding supper was served at the
Merchants' cafe. Mi, and Mrs. Doolin
left today for their ranch, at Shoe
maker, f

have another Lot of
those fine

Maiden Blush Apples

;

:

Strawberry Apples.

STEARNS'

STORE

POTATOES

STRICTLY FANCY STOCK
Mb-ffB-

USE DA W1&
THE CASH GROCER

IPSBIFSflSnSS

ARE NOW OPEN.
703 Douglass Avenue.
Day Phone Vegas

114

Night Phone Main 143

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
507 Sixth St.

BAKING IS A PLEASURE

s

J

-

jrz

--

ii

when good results are certain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll he so sure of good
bread, cale or pastry that
you'll ao longer regard baking as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
your money back.
ASK YOUR GROCER

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Home of fee Best of EverylMng Eatable

Potatoes per 100 lbs $2.00
Potatoes per 50 lbs MO
Potatoes per 25 lbs 65c

Mrs. E. I

Bradford, a

SPRING

CHICKENS

65c and 75c

FRESH

repair the wrongs done during the
year; if the repentance is sincere forgiveness is gained on, the culminating
day of the holy season, "The Day of
Atonement."
The New Year's day in the passing
of the centuries has thus come to embody the great religious ideas of divine justice and human responsibility.
As the beginning of the Jewish religious year it emphasizes the religious uniqueness of the Jewish people,
the servant of one God, the priest people of humanity.

TOMATOES

3 lbs for 25c

Don't forget "The Million Dollar
Mystery" at the Mutual Theater tonight. Come. Adv.

VIRGINIA SWEET POTATOES

well known

HARVEY'S

singer of Albuquerque, will take part
in the musicale of St. Paul's Guild on
Tuesday afternoon. Adv.

The Ladies' Guild of St Paul's Memorial church will give an organ recital next Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. John Robbins.
Watch Saturday's Optic for program. Adv
A marriage license was Issued by
the county clerk yesterday to Julian
D Mares, aged 29 years, and Romanita
Gullegos, aged 21 years, both residents
of Villanueva.

THE CAPITAL IS

50c per Basket

WOMAN'S BOARD OF TRADE
OBLIGED TO DO LOTS OF
CHARITY"
WORK

WILL CELEBRATE

JEWISH NEW

First installment o1 "The Million
Dollar Mystery" at the Mutual TheaIn celebration of the Jewish New
ter tonight only. Admission free.
Year's day, which falls this year on
Everybody come. Adv.
Motoday, September
21, impressive
The petition, to the treasury depart services will be held Sunday evening
ment at Washington asking for early at Temple Montefiore. There will be
action in the location and construc- tspecially beautiful music and a sertion of a federal building In this city mon adapted to the occasion, by Rev.
Dr. Jacob H. Landau, spiritual directhas about 400 signatures.
or of the congregation,. There will
Our. entire line of wall paper, In be another service on Monday morn
cluding the varnished tiles, Meltons, ing at 10 o'clock, with a special ser
Oat Meals, Ingrains, and cut out bor- mon.
The feast of Rosh Hashanah or
ders, are on sale at 20 to 50 per cent
New
Year's day, which inaugurates
off of our regular competition meet
the
most
solemn season of the Jewish
Coors
Co.
Adv.
Lumber.
ing prices.
religious year, begins this year on
On next Monday, which Is the Jew Sunday evening, Stiptember 20, and
ish New Year's day, al of the stores lasts till sundown Monday 21. Anion?
two
in both East Las Vesas
and "Old orthodox Jews who celebrate
Tcwn" owned by the Jewish people, days, the following day, Tuesday, is
also observed. This day opens the
will be closed all day.
Jewish calendar year 5075.
The observance of this day as a
Wanted Two experienced waiters
or waitresses at Valmora sanatorium. holy season is commanded in two
of the Five Books of Moses,
Steady work, $20 per month with room passages
and board. Address Mrs. I. K. Lewis, namely Leviticus XXIII, 24 and 25.
and Numbers XXIX, 1. In neither
Vatrous, N. M. Adv.
passage is there any specific command as to how the day is to he nh- Willard V. McKesson of South Bend,
served beyond the injunction to blow
Ind., arrived In Laa Vegas last night. the
trumpet, to hold 4 holy convocaMr. McKesson has exchanged position and to engage in no servile octions with Earl S. Showalter, formerly
cupation.
of the East Las Vegas postoffics, who
It Is to be noted that this day Is
lefc recently to join his wife and chilthe first day of the seventh month or
dren in South Bend.
the day of the new moon of that
month. The new moon was observed
There will be a regular comnnmica as a
holy season by the Jews of old;
tion of the local chapter of the Order the seventh
month was a particularly
of the Eastern Star tomorrow evening
holy month, as the seventh day was
at 8 o'clock In the Masonic lodge the
holy day of the week; hence the
rooms. Initiation .will be followed by new
moon of the seventh month. w
lunch.
All members- - and ' visiting invested with
a significance of far
Eastern Stars are requested to be holler
import than the Othpr npv
present.
moon days of the year.' As in all
holy
seasons no servile work, no gainful
The board, of directors of the Las
occupation was to be followtd.
Vegas hospital wishes to impress
The injunction to blow the trnmnpt
upon, the women of the community" on this
day was to call the people
the great meed for rruit, jams, jel- to
remembrance before the Lord. In
lies and preserves at the institution. the course
of time this ceremony of
Those who are canning fruit would do
blowing the "shofar' became the cen
a great service to the hospital and
tral feature of the elaborate religious
its patients if they would donate cne
service conducted on the da v. .Tnst
or more can to the institution.
the shofar called the people to remembrance before the Lord, so also were
M. M. Sundt began this
morning the its sounds to arouse the
people to
tearing down of the front wall of the their
shortcomings and to their duties
building occupied by the furnituie and in which
they may have failed. The
undertaking establishment
of J C. day is called on
this account Yom
Johnsen and Son. The buildine Is to
hazikkaron, "The Day of Memorial."
undergo alterations that will make it
Another idea which In time came
the finest In the city. It Is announced to be
associated with the day was
that the firm will not be compelled that on this
day God weighed men's
to suspend business in the quarters at actions In
the scale sf justice. For
any time during the remodellne of the this reason another
designation of the
building.
day Is Yom haddln, "The Day of Judg
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LET US

your old
Prompt Delivery
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Next (o Bridge

Federal

Reserve Bank

Time Deposits
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TUBE!

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL

need-

AT OUR SHOP

WORK-DON-

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

A Written

Guarantee

j

goes with every car to
the effect that: IF
the price declines the
buyer will have the

amount of the decl'ne
refunded.

;

e

Clean
or Dye

Watt
Watt
250' Watt
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WE CAN PLEASt YOU

Las Vegas Sleam Laundry
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'T'he Big Remodeling

gale

is Still On

Now is your time to get a.r
Odd Dresser Cheap.
A $12.50 OAK

100
150

M

We offer our patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

IS

Santa Fe, Sept. 17. The coming of
cooler weather is putting an unusual
strain upon the resources of the charily committee of the Woman's Board
of Trade, not because of the poverty
among residents but because of the
destitution of health'Wf'fcers and even
those who are not healthseekera but
been ure of hard times In the east
have come west to look for work without being aware that New Mexico
towns are not great Industrial centers
or that New Mexico farms are not of
that scale that gives employment to
thousands of hands.
At the meeting of the Woman's
Ef.ard of trade, a few typical cases
were cited that brought tears to the
ees of many. One in particular was
very sad. A mere girl not yet 18
years of age, but about to become a
mother, was left here by her husband
who went to Colorado to find work.
She 'was without money, without
c!othes except those she wore, without
food, without shelter. Although unde
niably beautiful, she had the look of
a hunted animal, dazed, dejected, hopeless. At first a few women of the
neighborhood brought her such comfort as they could until the charity
committee of the Woman's Board of
Trade took the case In hand, provided
suitable clothing, food and comforts
and finally furnished the transportation to take her to her husband In
Colorado. The transformation wrought
in the young woman was a revelation
even to the charity workers and she
left happy, beaming, hopeful, and with
faith in God and man restored. It
had been a sacrifice worth, while on
the part of the charity of workers but
there are so many cases that demand
attention and the board haa been de
prived of the income from the levy It
enjoyed for years by the activity of
energetic citizens who discovered that
the tax levy was illegal and had it cut
off by the court.
Take the Instance of a
old
consumptive boy, who had been put
on a train without a cent of money,
He was consigned to "Agent H. S,
Lutz of the Santa Fe at Santa Fe" who
looked after him until the charity
committee could place him In St. Vin
cent's hospital where the good sisters
ere also overwhelmed with charity
cases. The hoy waa willing to work
but unable to do so. He made a piti
as he sat in the Plaza day
after day, homesick, suffering, heart
broken, without means and without
hope. A penitentiary sentence would
not be too severe punishment for phy.
sicians or other persons who would
send such a case under such circum
stances to New Mexico.
Then there was the case of the con
sumptive who found the altitude at
Santa Fe too high. He was at the
Sisters hospital but without means.
KIp wife, in the Kansas home,
d
a sick mother and two children
by taking in washing. He pined for
the little ones, and worried on ac
count of them and yet, felt he must

m A7n a

.

i I Everything in Hardware and Furnifure

30
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A

United Stales

PEOPLE

YEAR

INCANDESCENT

AS

FULL OF POOR

JOHN II. YORK

.

COLUMBIA

FIRST NATIONAL BANH

morning.
Adv.

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

have just unloaded a car of
Colorado
potatoes. On sale Frifancy
day and Saturday only, 100 pounds for
$1.35 delivered. E. Rosenwald & Son. HEBREW PEOPLE OF LAS VEGAS
Adv.
PLAN AN ELABORATE RELI-

O
O

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
H allot Reynolds, Cashier.

MISSION GRAPES

We

F

Trade provided the ticket and enough
money to keep him from immediate
want.
This la only from one day's report,
and if it were not that the devoted
members of the Woman's Board of
Trade were 'so economical, so
so liberal with their own

means, their little fund would never
reach. But it ia a very grave situation they face this winter unlesB merchants and property owners come to
tbelr rescue with systematic contributions, to make up for the tax levy
that has been lost Otherwise, the
burden of taking care of the destitute,
of the Plaza, of the public library will
fall upon businessmen entirely
and
will cost much more than it does uu-dthe management of the Woman's
Beard of Trade.

IS OPEN

Carriage out Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey's.

Remember our coal and wood department. We are headquarters for fancy
screened lump, egg, and pea coal, and
specially prepared base burner coke;
also hard coal, all sizes. Coors Lumber Co. Adv.

Peaches Extras per box $1.00

.

FANCY

j

Adler Rochester's new Fall Suits
and Overcoats are ready for Inspection. Taichert's Clothing Store Adv.

I

I THE GBAAF ft HAY WARD CO. STORE

1914.

The. days Intervening between stay in New Mexico in order to be of
New Year's day and the Day of Atone- help to them. He was unable to work
ment are called "The Tern Days of but was desirous to go to the lower
Penitence," during which the oppor- altitude of Albuquerque. The charity
tunity is had to reflect finally on and committee of the Woman's Board of

GIOUS SERVICE

Another
Drop in

nfthe

NEWS

Old Taylor vVhlsKey and Sherwood
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Rye
KNOWN YOUNG PEOPLE
WELL
WIL. RESIDE ON RANCH
Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
NEAR SHOEMAKER
In wood. Direct from the dlBtillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Miss Martha Kocher, who has been

HARTLEY PEARS .
Wednesday 20 lbs for $1.00

fc

LOCAL

HISS HARTIIMOCIIER
j

17,

ment"

F. W. 000LIN WEDS

WILL GIVE

SEPTEMBER

DRESSER

NOW $9.35.

A $29.00 MAHOGANY

DRESSER NOW

A $36.00 CIRCASSIAN

WALNUT

A $29.25 QUARTERED

$17.40.

DRESSER

NOW $21.60.
OAK DRESSER NOW $19.50.

Dozens more at Equally Good Prices

J. C. Johnsen

&

Son.

LAS VEGAS LEADING UNDERTAKEKS

